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Nonprime Mortgage Woes:  How We Got There, Where To Go Next

it’s been almost a year since the 
surging nonprime mortgage mar-

ket hit a brick wall, and still there 
are headlines almost daily about the 
reasons, the repercussions and the 
responsibility for this mess.  amidst 
the finger-pointing, we should keep 
a handful of observations in focus 
so that we don’t see this problem 
repeated under our watch.

First, don’t throw out the baby 
with the bathwater.  although sub-
prime and alt-a mortgages (which 
together make up the nonprime 
market) caused many problems for 
many people, they have also made it 
possible for millions of people with 
less than perfect credit to buy homes.  
in the 15 years ending in 2004, the 
percentage of families in the lowest 
income quintile that had mortgages 
more than doubled, thanks in no 
small part to nonprime offerings.  
this boost in home ownership is 
a good thing for the economy and 
society as a whole.

second, a big part of the problem 
is due to the relative newness of 
nonprime mortgages.

they were pioneered by small, 
nondepository lenders in the early 
1990s.  they didn’t—and still don’t—
face the regulatory, supervisory or 
data reporting requirements that 
depository institutions face.  (only 
in recent years have mainstream 
lenders become significant players in 
these mortgages.)  the lack of over-
sight doesn’t necessarily mean these 
pioneers were destined to rip people 

off—remember, entrepreneurs are 
often the heroes of today’s economy.  
Many lenders had sound underwrit-
ing practices.  nevertheless, some 
of the participants in the nonprime 
market were thinly capitalized 
mortgage brokers, nonbank lenders 
and other investors.  because they 
had little invested, some took risks 
that were clearly imprudent, such as 
approving applicants who had little 
or no documentation of their income 
and putting people into adjustable 
rate mortgages that would be unaf-
fordable once rates increased.

third, many of the investors 
who bought securitized nonprime 
mortgages should have known bet-
ter.  they let their greed blind them 
to the facts that a significant number 
of people taking out these mort-
gages would not be able to keep up 
the payments if interest rates rose 
as they were forecast to do.  i have 
sympathy for the borrowers, but not 
for the hedge funds and other inves-
tors who bought bundles of these 
mortgages as securities.

one of the remedies for nonprime 
woes is the old-fashioned concept 
of reputation.  nonprime lenders 
need to think long-term, not short-
term.  do they want that borrower 
back for his next mortgage?  do they 
want that investor to return to buy 
up more mortgages?  if the lender/
broker thought of return business 
with the borrower and investor, the 
net result would be fewer mortgage 
write-downs and foreclosures.

at the Fed, we are working 
along with other regulators, such as 
the Federal trade commission, to 
strengthen consumer protections.  
We are drafting changes to the truth 
in lending act regarding ads and 
solicitations by lenders.  We will use 
the authority we already have to root 
out unfair and deceptive practices.  
With other regulators, we are testing 
the expansion of consumer protec-
tion compliance reviews to some 
nondepository lenders with large 
nonprime portfolios.

as the Fed and other financial 
and consumer regulators review 
existing regulations and study 
options to strengthen regulations, 
we must be careful so as not to 
impose regulatory costs that are so 
great as to push sound lenders out 
of the nonprime market.  such an 
exit would limit credit access to mil-
lions of legitimate borrowers and the 
opportunity for them to achieve the 
american dream.

This column is based on a speech given 
by Poole on July 20, 2007, in St. Louis. 
To read the full text of  “Reputation and 
the Nonprime Mortgage Market,” go to 
www.stlouisfed.org/news/speeches/ 
2007/07_20_07.
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support for free trade in many parts of the 
world, though still favorable, appears to 
have waned recently.  this erosion may 

reflect rising uncertainties associated with 
job losses in industries that are exposed to 
international competition.  it may also reflect 
a widening in the income distribution that has 
been associated with the rise of china, india 
and other fast-growing countries.  on the flip 

side, imports of low-priced goods and services 
convey measurable benefits to consumers and 
companies, and multinational firms are respon-
sible for a significant portion of the rising u.s. 
productivity growth over the past dozen years.  

Hence, like most economic developments, 
trade produces costs and benefits.  despite 
these ups and downs, economic history 
shows that increased economic integration 
is a long-running process that enhances liv-
ing standards for an increasing share of the 
world’s population. 

Globalization: Past and Present 

Globalization can be defined as a  
phenomenon of increased economic 

integration among nations, character-
ized by the movement of people, 

ideas, social customs and products 

across borders.  this phenomenon has a long 
history, as attested by the historic trade routes 
developed during the roman empire, as well as 
those pioneered by Marco Polo or ocean voyag-
ers like columbus and Magellan.  Globalization 
has been crucial for economic growth over time.  
in his influential study The World Economy: 
A Millennial Perspective, the noted economic 
historian angus Maddison argued that eco-
nomic advancement across time was sustained 
by three interactive processes:

• conquest or settlement of relatively empty 
areas that had fertile land, new biological 
resources or a potential to accommodate trans-
fers of population, crops and livestock;

• international trade and capital movements; 
and 

• technological and institutional innovation.
as Maddison and others have noted, tech-

nological innovations have played a key role 
in spurring previous globalization episodes.  
transfers of technology from asia and egypt 
(e.g., silk, spices, textiles, glass blowing and 
rice) helped venice and its colonies play a key 
role in the development of europe.  similarly, 
innovations in shipbuilding and navigation 
were crucial to developing new trans-oceanic 
routes and to reducing shipping costs.  later, 
advancements in science and finance helped 
to spur the rise of the dutch republic and 
britain as colonial powers and intellectual 
hubs (universities).  as economic integra-
tion spread across continents, political and 
financial institutions evolved to enhance and 
regulate the global marketplace.  

the current globalization period, which 
more or less began in the 1960s, contains 
many of the same aspects of earlier episodes.  
in today’s case, falling transportation costs, 
the opening up of new markets (asia, eastern 
europe and south america) and the general 
lowering of tariffs worldwide have helped 
boost international trade as a share of domes-
tic economic activity.  

Trading Barbs
A Primer on the Globalization Debate

By Kevin L. KLiesen

“The United States is in the 

midst of a radical transfor-

mation from industrial to 

post-industrial society.”

—Edward E. Leamer, UCLA professor 1   
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a key development behind the current 
globalization wave is the revolution in 
information and communication tech-
nologies (ict).  although the movement 
of ships, trucks or railroads carrying 
merchandise goods is still the dominant 
form of trade between countries, trade 
in services that takes place across trans-
oceanic cables or by satellite is of increas-
ing importance.  as with earlier episodes, 
falling real costs of transportation, of the 
processing of information and of the 
spread of new ideas—in this case, via the 
internet—have been crucial.  

the increased openness of the united 
states and the rest of the world to inter-
national trade can be seen in the figure, 
which shows the sum of imports and 
exports of goods and services as a share of 
GdP.  Whereas the u.s. share of trade is a 

little more than a quarter of GdP, the rest 
of the world’s exposure to international 
trade is considerably larger: 70 percent.  
From this standpoint, developments that 
affect the movement of financial capital 
across international borders—the oppo-
site of trade in goods and services—can 
sometimes have significant consequences 
for many countries.  For example, the 1998 
asian and russian financial crises showed 
that when economic turmoil increases 
uncertainty among international investors, 
financial capital can move rapidly, caus-
ing significant changes in living standards 
among the affected countries.  sometimes, 
these disruptions can affect the viability 
of firms (long-term capital Manage-
ment) or spur central banks to take actions 
designed to calm financial markets. 

the entrance of china, india, brazil, 
russia and other countries that are rela-
tively recent entrants to the global capital-
ist system also affects the movement of 
the means of production of goods and 
services across borders.  one aspect of this 
is foreign direct investment.  according to 
the organisation for economic coopera-
tion and development (oecd), these 
flows are substantial.  From 1997 to 2006, 
foreign direct investment into the united 

states totaled a little more than $1.64 tril-
lion.  the flow from the united states to 
other countries over this period was mod-
estly less, about $1.58 trillion.  although 
manufacturers have been moving produc-
tion facilities across borders for decades, 
innovations in ict equipment, software 
and the development of the internet have 
allowed firms to more easily import ser-
vices they used to produce themselves.  

The Benefits of Globalization

simply put, the benefits of globaliza-
tion extend directly from the benefits of 
free trade.  international trade is beneficial 
because it allows a country to specialize 
in activities it does best, given its endow-
ments of labor, natural resources and 
technology.  (this fundamental concept 
in trade is known as comparative advan-
tage.)  adam smith was among the first 
to demonstrate the economic benefits of 
specialization in 1776 when he published 
The Wealth of Nations.  building on smith’s 
analysis, the british economist david 
ricardo demonstrated the gains from trade 
using the example of britain (textiles) and 
Portugal (wine).  as a member of Parlia-
ment, ricardo put his ideas into action by 
helping repeal britain’s corn laws in the 
early 19th century.   

estimates of the net benefits that flow 
from free trade are substantial.  interna-
tional trade has increased real household 
income by between $7,000 and $13,000 
since the end of WWii, according to a study 
by economists scott bradford, Paul Grieco 
and Gary Hufbauer.  removing all existing 
barriers to trade, they argue, would produce 
an additional real income gain of between 
$4,000 and $12,000.  

relaxing restrictions on the mobil-
ity of labor itself across borders  “would 
produce the largest possible gains for the 
world economy, and for poor countries 
in particular,” argues Harvard professor 
dani rodrik.  (However, he admits that 
economic, political and national security 
concerns would probably prevent the full 
realization of these gains.)  

another benefit from trade is the 
increased variety of goods and services 
available to consumers.  the number 
increased by a factor of four between 1972 
and 2001, according to bradford, Grieco 
and Hufbauer.2  Without trade, coffee 
drinkers in the united states would pay 
much higher prices because the nation’s 
supply would depend solely on Hawaiian 
or Puerto rican sources.  scarce resources 
would need to be redirected to produce 
more coffee, leaving fewer resources 
to producing other goods and services.  
similarly, devotees of Hondas or bMWs 
would be forced to drive chevrolets or 
Fords.  Given that technological innova-
tions in the automotive industry (and 

NOTE:  Trade is the sum of merchandise and commercial services imports and exports.

SOURCE:  World Bank World Development Indicators and author’s calculations
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other industries) often arise from compet-
itive pressures in the marketplace, the  
quality of cars might also be much lower.

as the composition and variety of 
goods and services have evolved over 
time, some economists have suggested 
that a modified framework is needed to 
explain international trade.  now, trade 
is increasingly viewed as part of a global 
supply chain, covering everything from 
research and development to production, 
as well as marketing and distribution.  as 
such, the process of producing computers, 
automobiles and airplanes now involves 
both vertical integration (using compo-
nents produced by foreign affiliates of the 
firm) and horizontal integration (using 
components produced by other firms).  
For example, a recent Financial Times  
column by Joseph Gapper reported that 
90 percent of the value of boeing’s new 
787 dreamliner is derived from non- 
boeing companies.3  Parts from outside 
boeing include the airplane’s wings, fuse-
lage and landing gear.  

the global supply chain phenomenon 
is widespread.  since 1970, the share of 
imported inputs in manufacturing produc-
tion in advanced countries has increased 
from a little less than 10 percent to a little 
less than 30 percent.4

services are also increasingly part of 
this value chain.  Many services are of a 
personal nature—for example, medical, 
legal, child care, housing and education—
and, thus, largely nontradable.  However, 
other services, especially those of a more 
impersonal nature, such as voice or data 
entry, can be easily moved offshore to 
countries where the average wage is much 
lower.  For example, a software company 
located in the united states may employ 
engineers in india, mass-produce the 
software in china and then use its u.s. 
headquarters to market and distribute 
the software.  some firms may also move 
certain services offshore to keep a 24-hour 

production cycle.  thus, even though the 
composition and scope of trade in goods 
and services has changed dramatically 
from smith’s and ricardo’s day, econo-
mists still support the fundamental con-
clusions of smith and ricardo:  economic 
efficiency is increased when resources are 
allowed to flow to their most productive 
uses.  in short, while globalization has 
greatly increased competitive pressures on 
firms, it also has greatly increased the flex-
ibility of firms in the production process.

a key difference between the current 
globalization episode and those from 
the past is the sheer magnitude of the 
number of workers who have entered 
the global labor pool.  that is, the rise of 
china and india as important exporters 
of goods and services means that many 
of their workers are now directly com-
peting with workers in countries like the 
united states, Japan or Mexico.  eco-
nomically, an increase in the supply of 
labor puts downward pressure on wages 
(assuming no change in labor demand).  
one of the arguments that proponents 
of globalization make is that increased 
economic integration benefits workers 
in relatively poor countries by providing 
them access to new ideas and new tech-
nologies; this exposure increases their 
productivity and real wages.  the noted 
economist Jagdish bhagwati, at colum-
bia university in new York, stresses 
that when a foreign firm establishes a 
production presence in a poor country, 
the company brings with it a level of 
technology and management practices 
that is usually much greater than that 
used by local companies.   eventually, 
many workers who are trained in the 
foreign multinational corporations either 
leave to join local firms or start their own 
firms, enhancing societal welfare.  over-
all, according to Harvard professor Xavier 
sala-i-Martin, world income inequal-
ity has declined over the past 20 years, 
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Americans appear undecided whether globalization conveys mostly positive or negative benefits.  

A poll sponsored by the Chicago Council on Global Affairs in April 2007 found that 60 percent of 

Americans had a “mostly good” view of globalization, while a July 2007 Financial Times/Harris poll 

found that only about 20 percent thought that globalization was having a positive effect.  By contrast, 

economists are charter members of the pro-globalization society.  In a recent survey of 210 members 

of the American Economic Association, nearly 88 percent of economists agreed that the United States 

should eliminate its remaining tariffs and nontariff barriers to trade.8  A slightly larger percentage, 

90 percent, thought that the U.S. government would be wrong to restrict a firm’s ability to substitute 

foreign labor for domestic labor.

Public Lags economists in enthusiasm for Globalization
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principally because of the emergence of 
china, india and the rest of asia as rising 
economic powers. 

several researchers have argued that 
the competitive forces of globalization 
have also been important factors in 
boosting u.s. labor productivity growth 
in recent years.  Federal reserve econo-
mists carol corrado, Paul lengermann 
and larry slifman argue that multina-
tional corporations in the united states, 
either foreign-owned or domestic-
owned, accounted for more than half of 
the acceleration in nonfarm labor pro-
ductivity in the late 1990s.  this growth 
can occur in a couple of ways.  First, 
increased competition spurs domes-
tic firms to invest in ict equipment 
and software embodied with the latest 
technology.  second, moving less-skilled 
labor to low-wage countries increases 
the relative demand for higher-skilled, 
higher-productive labor.  

Has Globalization Made  
the Fed’s Job Easier?

the rise of china and india (and 
other countries) as low-cost produc-
ers of goods and services lowers prices 
of imports directly, as well as indi-
rectly through the competitive forces 
unleashed upon domestic producers 
who compete against foreign sellers.  
in a speech to the american economic 
association meeting in January 2004, 
former Federal reserve chairman alan 
Greenspan remarked that globaliza-
tion  “unleashed powerful new forces 
of competition,”  helping to create  “an 
environment particularly conducive to 
the pursuit of monetary policy.”  

 on the other hand, rapid growth 
in countries like china and india has 
helped to increase the demand for com-
modities like crude oil, copper and steel.  
in response, consumers and companies 
pay higher prices for items like gaso-
line.  rising gasoline prices, in turn, have 
spurred public- and private-sector initia-
tives to increase the supply of gasoline 
substitutes like ethanol or biodiesel.  
increased demand for these alternative 
forms of energy has helped to raise the 
price of corn and soybeans, which are 
key inputs in the production of beef, 
pork, chicken and other foodstuffs.

recent research on globalization’s 
effects on u.s. inflation rates is far from 
conclusive, perhaps because of the afore-
mentioned offsetting influences.  although 
the forces of globalization have undoubt-
edly changed the prices of some goods and 
services in the short- to medium-run (rela-
tive price changes), which have perhaps 
made the u.s. inflation rate less sensitive to 
domestic factors, most economists would 
probably still agree that over time the infla-

tion rate in a country like the united states 
will ultimately depend on actions taken 
by the Federal reserve.

The Downside of Globalization

as an economic proposition, free trade 
benefits society because it has the potential 
to make all citizens better off without mak-
ing any citizens worse off.  in reality, while 
the benefits from trade are positive and 
sizable, international trade also produces 
losers.  chief among them are workers and 
owners of capital (shareholders) in indus-
tries that cannot compete with foreign 
manufacturers.  the u.s. textile and televi-
sion manufacturing industries are but two 
examples.  Faced with falling real wages 
or unemployment, workers in declining 
industries will need temporary assistance 
(unemployment benefits) and longer-term 
assistance (education)—additional costs 
that the worker and society must bear.  
these costs may show up as increased 
government expenditures on unemploy-
ment insurance or worker retraining 
programs.  increased economic uncer-
tainty among workers may also spur 
legislation to limit the import of goods 
and services (rising protectionism).5

in a simple model of the domestic 
labor market, the ability of firms to move 
part of their production abroad can make 
the demand for labor much more sensi-
tive to the wage rate.  thus, a rise in the 
domestic wage rate will cause a much 
larger decline in the quantity of domes-
tic labor demanded because firms can 
now substitute a cheaper foreign source 
of labor.  the largest effects are probably 
among less-skilled workers employed in 
mundane production processes that can 
be done much cheaper overseas.  Profes-
sor edward leamer of ucla deems this 
the  “commoditization of work.”  in these 
types of industries, the product and the 
process are standardized (making t-shirts 
or baseballs, or reading service manuals 
at call centers).  as a result, these kinds of 
domestic jobs are increasingly contested 
by low-wage foreign workers.  

according to Princeton university pro-
fessor alan blinder, importing impersonal 
services from low-wage countries is noth-
ing less than a  “new industrial revolu-
tion.”  currently, though, the international 
outsourcing of intermediate services 
accounts for only about 1 percent of all 
intermediate services in the united states, 
according to the oecd.  this percentage 
may increase further because china, india 
and other low-wage countries will con-
tinue to boost the share of their (large) 
populations holding college degrees 
or learning to speak english.  indeed, 
blinder claims that between 22 and 29 
percent of u.s. jobs are potentially able to 
be moved offshore  “within a decade or 

F o r  F u r t h e r 
r e a d i n G

Much has been written 

recently about the globaliza-

tion phenomenon.  Among 

the more popular books are 

The World is Flat: A Brief His-

tory of the Twenty-First Century 

(Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 

2005) by New York Times 

columnist Thomas Friedman 

and Globalization and its Dis-

contents (W.W. Norton & Co., 

2002) by Nobel Prize-winning 

economist Joseph Stiglitz.
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two.”  in other words, the contestability 
of low-skilled jobs may become more 
intense in the future.  other economists, 
like leamer, are more skeptical about the 
eventual magnitude of the offshore phe-
nomenon in the united states.  Whatever 
the outcome, one would expect that 
faster economic growth in countries like 
china and india will cause real wages to 
increase in those countries, narrowing the 
wage gap (adjusted for productivity dif-
ferences) with the united states or other 
industrialized countries.  

a rise in the contestability of mun-
dane jobs—increased competition for 
lower-skilled jobs—implies that future job 
growth may have to come from existing 
industries (such as caterpillar or Wall 
street investment banks) or from indus-
tries that produce goods and services 
not yet invented.  according to stanford 
university professor Paul romer, this 
process is rather straightforward:  “eco-
nomic growth arises from the discovery 
of new recipes and the transformation of 
things from low- to high-value configu-
rations.”  the production of  “high-value 
configurations” naturally tends to be done 
by workers with high-skill levels.  Jobs 
that tend to be moved offshore are done 
by lower-skilled workers.  since high-
skilled workers are paid a premium for 
their labor, moving work offshore thereby 
increases the demand for higher-skilled 
workers relative to the demand for lower-
skilled workers.  

one potential consequence of this 
development is rising income inequal-
ity between low-skilled and high-skilled 
workers.  according to the oecd, 
increases in income inequality have been 
most pronounced in the united states, 
the united kingdom and some smaller 
european countries.6  economists are 
divided over how much of this increase 
is due to globalization and how much is 
due to the skill bias stemming from the 
increased use of high-tech equipment 
in the workplace.  regardless, increases 
in the demand for skilled labor are clear 
market-based incentives to workers to 
boost their education levels and, perhaps, 
for firms to increase their work-force 
training.  the demand for high-skilled 
workers over the long run can also be 
boosted by research and development, 
which is often the genesis of new ideas 
that boost economic growth and living 
standards over time.

this brings us back to achieving eco-
nomic efficiency in the face of globaliza-
tion.  sometimes, achieving an efficient 
outcome requires the winners of free 
trade to compensate the losers.  the 
question is how best to do that.  because 
many public policymakers and work-
ers evidently associate rising inequality 
with globalization, some economists 

argue that additional steps are needed to 
prevent a further erosion in the public’s 
support for international trade.  tradi-
tional responses to economic dislocation 
caused by international trade are job 
retraining, wage insurance or temporary 
income assistance, such as that offered 
through the trade adjustment assistance 
act.7  longer term, most economists 
have stressed the benefits conveyed by 
increased education, which seems to be 
a necessary ingredient for the creation 
of new ideas.  However, as professors 
kenneth scheve (Yale university) and 
Matthew slaughter (dartmouth) have 
recently pointed out, only a third of the 
current u.s. labor force has graduated 
from college, and boosting that percent-
age will take time.  at the end of WWii, 
the college-educated share was 6 per-
cent.  at that rate, they claim, reaching 
50 percent of the labor force would not 
come about until 2047.

to maintain the public’s support for 
free trade, scheve and slaughter propose  
“a new deal” for globalization that 
would boost the take-home pay of those 
at the lower end of the income distribu-
tion.  scheve and slaughter propose to 
do this by eliminating the payroll tax 
for workers below the national median 
income.  other economists, such as 
rodrik, argue that markets  “thrive not 
under laissez-faire but under the watch-
ful eye of the state.”  rodrik, thus, argues 
that nations should be allowed—and, 
in fact, encouraged—to restrict finan-
cial capital flows according to national 
interests, while maintaining a relatively 
free and open environment for the trade 
in goods and services.  

as the introductory discussion sug-
gests, the forces of protection seem to be 
rising—or, at least, are much more vocal 
than in recent years past.  ultimately, 
policymakers must decide whether the 
cost of imposing trade restrictions, of 
expanding public programs to compen-
sate the losers of trade or those who per-
ceive themselves as losers, or of taking 
other measures is a small price to pay for 
maintaining a global economic system 
that has produced large benefits for most 
parts of the world. 

Kevin L. Kliesen is an economist at the Federal 
Reserve Bank of St. Louis.  Joshua A. Byrge provided 
research assistance.
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ENDNOTES
1 see leamer (2007).
2 see bradford, Grieco and Hufbauer (2006).
3 July 9, 2007, p. 9.
4 see oecd (2007).
5 see anderson and Gascon (2007).
6 see oecd (2007).
7 see coughlin (2002).
8 see Whaples (2006).
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ird flu, avian flu, the H5n1 virus.  Whatever it’s called, the 
possibility of a world-wide influenza pandemic is of concern 
for many countries around the globe, several of which have 
prepared national plans to deal with a flu pandemic.1  the 

World bank estimates that a global flu pandemic would kill tens of 
millions of people and cost the world economy $800 billion.2  the 
u.s. department of Health and Human services estimates that a 
flu outbreak would cause 1.9 million deaths in the u.s. and have 
initial economic costs near $200 billion.3

these predictions are based on mortalities and costs from the 
flu pandemic of 1918.  occurring from the spring of 1918 through 
the spring of 1919, the pandemic killed 40 million people world-
wide, including 675,000 in the u.s. (about 0.75 percent of the 1910 
population).4  despite a scarcity of economic data from the era, 
several studies—including one by this author—have looked at the 
economic effects of the 1918 outbreak.  these studies, plus infor-
mation garnered from newspaper articles from that period, paint a 
picture of life during the influenza pandemic—and what life may 
be like during a modern-day pandemic.

Economics of the 1918 Influenza 

this author’s research examined the immediate effect of influ-
enza mortalities on manufacturing wages in u.s. cities and states.5  
the paper’s hypothesis is that cities and states having had greater 
influenza mortalities would have experienced a greater increase 
in wages, at least initially.  the conceptual basis for the hypothesis 
is that influenza mortalities decreased the supply of manufactur-
ing workers, thereby resulting in a reduction in labor supply, an 
increase in the marginal product of labor, an increase in capital per 
worker and an increase in real wages.  the author found empiri-
cal evidence that cities and states having had greater influenza 
mortalities during the pandemic experienced a greater increase in 
manufacturing wage growth over the years 1914-1919.

two other researchers conducted a similar analysis of the 
economic effects of the 1918 pandemic, but instead focused on the 
decade following the pandemic.6  the authors hypothesized that 
states that had experienced larger numbers of influenza deaths 
per capita would have experienced higher rates of growth in per 
capita income following the pandemic as capital per worker (and, 
thus, output per worker) rose in the years following the pandemic.  
using state-level personal income estimates for 1919-1921 and 
1930, the authors found a positive and statistically significant 
relationship between statewide influenza mortality rates and 
subsequent state per capita income growth.  of course, no reason-
able argument can be made that the benefits from wage growth 
outweighed the costs from the tremendous loss of life and overall 
economic activity.7

another paper explored the longer-term effects of the 1918 
influenza.8  the author questioned whether in utero exposure to 
the influenza had negative economic consequences for individu-
als later in their lives, after reviewing evidence that suggested 
pregnant women who were exposed to the flu in 1918 gave birth 
to children who had greater than normal medical problems later 
in life, such as schizophrenia, diabetes and stroke.  the author’s 
hypothesis is that an individual’s health is positively related to his 
human capital and productivity, and, thus, wages and income.  

History Warns of Economic Pa in, Though Some Might Gain

By Thomas a. GarreTT
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using 1960-1980 decennial census data, 
the author found that people who were 
in utero during the 1918 pandemic had 
reduced educational attainment, higher 
rates of physical disability and lower 
income.  specifically, “men and women 
show large and discontinuous reductions 
in educational attainment if they had  
been in utero during the pandemic.   
the children of infected mothers were  
up to 15 percent less likely to graduate 
from high school.  Wages of men were  
5-9 percent lower because of infection.”9  

Implications for Today 

the works of two prominent authors, 
in addition to anecdotal information in 
newspapers, provides insight into the pos-
sible effects of a modern-day pandemic.10

Given the positive correlation between 
population density and flu deaths, cities 
are likely to have greater mortality rates 
than rural areas.  compared with 1918, 
however, the urban and rural areas are 
more connected today, meaning the differ-
ence in mortality rates between cities and 
rural areas may drop.  similarly, a greater 
percentage of the u.s. population is now 
considered urban (about 80 percent) com-
pared with the u.s. population at the time 
of the pandemic (51 percent in 1920).

nonwhite groups as a whole have a 
greater chance of death because roughly 
90 percent of all nonwhites live in urban 
areas (compared with about 77 percent 
of whites).  this correlates with lower-
income individuals being more likely 
to die—nonwhite (excluding asians) 
households have lower median income 
($30,858 in 2005) compared with white 
households ($50,784 in 2005).11  similarly, 
only 10 percent of whites were below the 
poverty level in 2005 compared with over 
20 percent for various minority groups 
(except asians).12

urban dwellers are likely to have, on 
average, better physical access to quality 
health care, although nearly 19 percent 
of the city population in the u.s. has no 
health coverage compared with only 14 
percent of the rural population.13  the 
question remains as to affordability of 
health care and whether emergency rooms 
and clinics (the most likely choices for the 
uninsured) are able to handle a pandemic.

Health care is irrelevant unless systems 
are in place to ensure that a flu pandemic 
will not knock out health care provision and 
will not prevent the rapid disposal of the 
dead in the cities (as it did in Philadelphia, 
where the problem in 1918 was exacerbated 
by leaves for medical people who were sent 
overseas during World War i).  if medical 
staff succumb to the flu and if facilities are 
overwhelmed, the duration and severity of 
the pandemic will be increased.  in Phila-
delphia during the 1918 pandemic, the city 

morgue had as many as 10 times as many 
bodies as coffins.14

some businesses could experience 
revenue decreases in excess of 50 percent.  
others, such as those providing health 
services and products, may experience an 
increase in business (unless a full quar-
antine exists).  a greater percentage of 
families with life insurance would mitigate 
the financial effects from the loss of a 
family’s primary breadwinner.  However, 
lower-income families are less likely to be 
protected with insurance than are higher-
income families.

local quarantines would likely hurt 
businesses in the short run.  employees 
would likely be laid off.  even families with 
no flu contact may experience financial 
hardships.  to prevent spread, quaran-
tines would have to be complete (e.g., 
no activity allowed outside of the home).  
Partial quarantines (closing of schools and 
churches but not public transportation or 
restaurants, as was done in Philadelphia, 
st. louis and Washington, d.c.) would do 
little to stop the spread of flu.  then, there’s 
the question of whether people today 
would respect any quarantine orders. 

Is the U.S. Ready?  

should americans rely on local, state 
and federal governments to help in the 
case of a modern-day pandemic?  a 2005 
report suggests that the united states is 
far from prepared for another influenza 
pandemic.15  the government has been 
ineffective in responding to disasters in 
the past, e.g., Hurricane katrina.  local 
private charities and volunteer organi-
zations like the american red cross, 
however, often perform admirably and are 
frequently the first to respond to a disas-
ter.  assuming that citizens want govern-
ment to prevent or mitigate a flu outbreak, 
then there should be great concern over 
government’s readiness and ability to pro-
tect citizens from any future pandemic.

although federal, state and local gov-
ernments in the united states have started 
to focus on preparedness, it is fair to say 
that progress has been slow, especially at 
local levels of government.16  Perhaps pub-
lic education on flu mitigation, a greater 
reliance on charitable and volunteer orga-
nizations, and a dose of personal respon-
sibility—along with flu vaccines—may be 
the best ways to protect americans in the 
event of a future influenza pandemic. 
Thomas A. Garrett is an economist at the Federal 
Reserve Bank of St. Louis.

ENDNOTES
1 see www.who.int/csr/disease/influenza/ 

nationalpandemic/en/index.html.
2 see brahmbhatt (2005).
3 see u.s. department of Health and 

Human services (2005).
4 see Potter (2001).  the influenza pan-

demic of 1918 was termed the “span-
ish Flu” by the allies of World War i 
since spain had one of the worst early 
outbreaks of the disease, with nearly  
8 million people infected by early 1918.

5 see Garrett (2006).
6 see brainerd and siegler (2003).
7 the positive wage effects of the 1918 

influenza are less likely to occur with a 
modern-day pandemic, given greater 
labor mobility and an easier substitu-
tion from labor to capital. 

8 see almond (2006). 
9 see almond (2006, p. 673). 
10 see crosby (2003) and barry (2004).
11 u.s. census bureau, income, Poverty, 

and Health insurance coverage in the 
united states: 2005, table 1.  see www.
census.gov/prod/2006pubs/p60-231.pdf.

12 ibid, table 4.
13 ibid, table 8.
14 see crosby (2003). 
15 infectious diseases society of america.  

“idsa’s Principles for actions needed 
to Prepare the u.s. to effectively 
respond to interpandemic/Pandemic 
influenza.”  March 2005.  see www.
idsociety.org.

16 see www.pandemicflu.gov, a site 
managed by the u.s. department of 
Health and Human services.  the lack 
of influenza vaccines, low production 
capacity, inadequate supply networks, 
slow government response and poor 
public education are cited as problems.
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the united states stands out 
as one of the world’s leading 
exporters, but few firms actually 

export.  in 2000, only about 4 percent 
of the nation’s 5.5 million firms were 
exporters.  even among manufactur-
ing firms, which often send products 
abroad, only about 18 percent of firms 
exported goods.  exporting also is 
dominated by a relatively small  
number of firms.  in 2000, the top  
10 percent of exporters accounted 
for 96 percent of total u.s. exports.1  
Finally, exporting firms also differ in 
several ways from nonexporting firms.

Rare in the Eighth District

From 2000 through 2006, total 
exports from the united states as a 
share of gross domestic product aver-
aged about 10.4 percent.  not surpris-
ingly, goods-producing industries 
accounted for the majority of exports, 
representing 7.3 percentage points of 
this share.2  the table illustrates that 
in 2003, according to the most recent 
census of Manufactures, the total 
value of u.s. manufacturing export 
shipments represented about 17.4 
percent of total shipments.3  

exporting by manufacturers is even 
rarer among the eighth district states.  
the table illustrates that, on aver-
age in 2003, manufacturing exports 
represented about 13.7 percent of total 
manufacturing shipments across the 
district states.  the table shows that 

the number varied widely among the 
district states.  Manufacturing exports 
as a percent of total shipments range 
from a low of 9.7 percent in Mississippi 
to 16.8 percent in illinois.  

Highly Concentrated Markets

recent studies, notably by econo-
mists andrew bernard, J. bradford 
Jensen, stephen redding and Peter 
schott, have used transaction-level 
data on u.s. firms’ trade activity to 
characterize the patterns of export-
ing activity in terms of the number 
of products that firms export and 
the countries to which they sell their 
products.4  bernard and his colleagues 
illustrate how most exporting firms 
export only a few products to a few 
countries, but most exporting activity 
is highly concentrated among a small 
number of firms that export several 
products to several destinations.  

the authors identify, for example, 
that about 42 percent of exporting 
manufacturing firms in 2000 exported 
only one product, but these exports 
represented only about 0.4 percent of 
total export value in the manufactur-
ing sector.  similarly, about 64 percent 
of exporting firms in manufacturing 
exported to only one country, but 
these exports represented only about 
3.3 percent of total export value in the 
manufacturing sector.5

in contrast, manufacturing firms 
that export multiple products often 

export to multiple destinations as well, 
and their exports represent the bulk of 
total export values.  in 2000, manu-
facturing firms that exported more 
than one product represented about 
58 percent of exporting firms and 
accounted for more than 99 percent 
of total manufacturing export value.  
similarly, firms that exported to five 
or more countries—13.7 percent of 
all exporting manufacturing firms—
accounted for about 93 percent of total 
manufacturing export value.

Export Concentration  
in the Eighth District

the table presents an analysis of the 
distribution of manufacturing exports 
in 21 manufacturing industries for 
each of the eighth district states, plus 
the sum for the seven states and the 
united states as a whole.  a similar 
analysis is presented for manufacturing 
export destinations among six specific 
world regions (africa; asia; eastern 
europe; Western europe; central and 
south america, along with the carib-
bean; and “the rest of the world”).6

the analysis measures the concen-
tration of the distribution of export 
industries and destinations using the 
Gini index.  this measure, often used 
by economists to analyze income 
inequality, ranges between 0 and 100 
and indicates how unequal a distribu-
tion is relative to a distribution that is 
perfectly even.  a larger index value 
indicates higher inequality or higher 
share concentration. 

For industry classifications, a Gini 
index value of 0 would indicate that 
the share of export values in all manu-
facturing industries is the same, while 
a value of 100 would indicate that one 
manufacturing industry accounts for 
all exports.  likewise, a Gini index 
value of 0 in the analysis of export 
destinations would indicate that the 
share of exports is the same for all des-
tinations, while a value of 100 would 
indicate that one destination received 
all exports.  

every district state except Missis-
sippi showed higher concentration 
in the distribution of manufacturing 
export industries than the nation as a 
whole.  this is not surprising because 
the nation’s economy is more diversi-
fied than the eighth district economy.  
additionally, the concentration of 
manufacturing exports increased 
from 1999 to 2006 in all district states 
except illinois.  in contrast, concentra-
tion in the nation declined over the 
same period.

arkansas, Mississippi and Mis-
souri showed the largest increase in  

U.S. Exporters:  
           Rare but Beneficial
                                         By Rubén Hernández-Murillo and Christopher J. Martinek



concentration since 1999.  the higher 
degree of concentration in these states 
reflects an increase in exports of trans-
portation equipment during this period.  
From 1999 to 2006, the value of export 
shipments in the transportation equip-
ment industry increased from $207 mil- 
lion to $1.2 billion in arkansas, from  
$121 million to $791 million in Mississippi 
and from $1.64 billion to $4.99 billion in 
Missouri.  transportation equipment now 
accounts for 30 percent of all manufac-
turing exports in arkansas, 19 percent in 
Mississippi and 43 percent in Missouri.   
in tennessee, next on this list, the change 
in concentration across manufactur-
ing industries is attributable to a sizable 
increase in miscellaneous manufactures; 
they jumped from $353 million in 1999 to 
$2 billion in 2006.

Just two district states—kentucky and 
Mississippi—experienced an increase in 
the Gini index for manufacturing export 
destination between 1999 and 2006.  the 
pattern in each is similar:  the share of 
exports going to “the rest of the world,” a 
category that includes canada and Mexico 
and that receives the greatest portion 
of exports, increased.7  in contrast, for 
arkansas and indiana, two of the states 
where the Gini index declined, the share 
of manufacturing exports shipped to the 
rest of the world decreased, while exports 
to Western europe now receive a greater 
portion of the share of total exports.8  in 
illinois, which experienced the largest 
decline in concentration, the decrease in 
the Gini index reflects a decrease in the 
share of exports going to the rest of the 
world category and an increase in the 
share of exports to all other destinations.9

Exporters, Nonexporters Differ

bernard, Jensen and their co-authors 
also have documented that exporting 

firms stand out in more than a few ways 
from nonexporting firms.10  exporting 
firms are more productive than nonex-
porting firms in terms of value added per 
worker.  exporting firms make more ship-
ments.  exporters use more sophisticated 
technology that employs more skilled 
workers—and more workers in general.  
exporters use more machinery and pay 
higher wages than do nonexporting firms.  
additionally, other studies show that 
after entering export markets, exporters 
exhibit faster employment growth than 
other companies do.   the former also 
experience faster output growth—both in 
foreign and domestic shipments.

Exporting Isn’t Cheap

on the surface, exporting seems ben-
eficial.  so, why don’t more firms export?  
one important distinction between 
exporters and nonexporters may offer a 
clue:  although exporting firms are more 
productive than other firms even before 
the former become exporters, studies also 
find that their productivity growth is not 
higher.  in other words, high productivity 
is a requirement for, and not a conse-
quence of, becoming an exporter.  the 
reason is that high entry costs for export-
ing may be a barrier to all but the most 
efficient firms.  

although the higher concentration in 
export products and destinations among 
the eighth district states relative to the 
nation reflects, in part, that the national 
economy is more diversified, the increase 
in concentration over time illustrates the 
increasingly important role of some manu-
facturing industries and destinations in 
shaping the export pattern of the region.

Rubén Hernández-Murillo is an economist, and 
Christopher J. Martinek is a research associate, both 
at the Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis.
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ENDNOTES
1 see bernard, Jensen, redding and 

schott (forthcoming).
2 source: national income and Product 

accounts.
3 see www.census.gov/mcd/exports/.
4 see bernard, Jensen, redding and 

schott (forthcoming).
5 Products are defined as 10-digit 

Harmonized system (Hs) product 
categories.  the Hs coding system is 
used internationally for tariff purposes.

6 although we don’t have access to the 
finer data used by bernard and co-
authors, we reach similar conclusions 
for the eighth district states by using 
aggregate export data.

7 in kentucky, exports to the  “rest of the 
world” category increased from $3.5 
billion in 1999 to $8 billion in 2006.  
Mississippi’s exports to the rest of the 
world, in turn, grew from $776 million  
to $1.65 billion. 

8 the value of shipments from arkansas 
to Western europe increased from $344 
million in 1999 to $1.3 billion in 2006.  
For indiana, shipments to Western 
europe increased from $2.66 billion to 
$5.85 billion.

9 although exports from illinois to the 
“rest of the world” category, which is 
comprised predominantly of exports to 
Mexico and canada, did increase from 
$14.41 billion to $18.12 billion from 
1999 to 2006, the share of these exports 
as a percentage of the total decreased 
from 50 percent to 45 percent.  in turn, 
all other destination categories included 
in the analysis received a greater share 
of total exports in 2006 than in 1999.

10 see, for example, bernard and Jensen 
(1995) and bernard and Jensen (2004), 
among others.
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Changes in Concentration among Manufacturing Export Industries and Destinations
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Manufacturing Exports as Percent of Total Shipments1 10.7 16.8 15.3 16 9.7 11.8 15.8 13.7 17.4

Gini Coefficient for Manufacturing Export Industries 20062 64.4 67.7 70.9 69.8 60.3 72 75.7 63.7 62

Change in Gini Coefficient for Manufacturing Export Industries 1999-20062 8.8 –1.5 1.1 1.1 4.7 7.1 2.5 0.5 –1.1

Gini Coefficient for Manufacturing Export Destinations 20062 49.9 49.5 61.6 55 37.4 57.7 55.6 47.4 47.2

Change in Gini Coefficient for Manufacturing Export Destinations 1999-20062 –1.2 –4.4 –2.1 2.6 10.6 –1.5 –0.1 –2.1 –1.2

1 Exports From Manufacturing Establishments: 2003, U.S. Census Bureau
2 http://tse.export.gov/ with data from the U.S. Department of Commerce
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By Glen Sparks

Jasper, Ind.
By THE NuMBERS

Population ...................................................City 13,976 (2006)
                        County 41,212 (2006)
County Labor Force..................................... 22,594 (July 2007)
County Unemployment Rate ................ 2.9 percent (July 2007)

Top Five  employers
Kimball International....................................................... 3,400
MasterBrand Cabinets .................................................... 2,400
OFS Brands ...................................................................... 1,600
Jasper Engines and Transmissions ................................. 1,500
Memorial Hospital and Health Center ............................ 1,000

KNoCK oN WooD, Jasper Economy Remains Strong

Pakota
River

Jasper Rubber

Jasper
indiana

Memorial Hospital and 
health Care System

Jasper EnginesJasper Engines

Kimball

Jasper 
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Hall

231

231

56

162
162

164

MasterBrand 
Cabinets
MasterBrand 
Cabinets

Community Profile

Workers at Kimball International make furniture. At far right, the Schnitzelbank Restaurant is popular with Jasper residents, many of whom are of German ancestry.

The courthouse is a focal point downtown.

Hardwood from local forests, coupled 
with fine craftsmanship, got Jasper’s 
furniture-making business going in the 
late 1800s.  today, many of the thick forests 
are gone, and most companies bring in 
their lumber by rail.  even so, this small 
southern indiana town still relies on 
skilled workers to build desks, cabinets 
and other furniture. 

such manufacturing accounts for 
about 27 percent of employment in 
dubois county, according to the bureau 
of labor statistics, making it the area’s 
leading industry.  statewide, about 1 per-
cent of workers depend on this industry 
for their paychecks.

in all, 5,800 workers in the county are 
employed just by furniture maker kim-
ball international and by Masterbrand 
cabinets, both based in Jasper.  kim-
ball sells under brands such as kimball 
office, kimball Hospitality and national.  
Masterbrand’s lines include aristokraft, 
kemper and omega cabinetry.  other 
important builders of wooden furniture in 
dubois county are oFs brands (formerly 
styline industries), best Home Furnish-
ings, Jasper seating and JoFco.  

Masterbrand has made several 
adjustments over the past few years in 
order to remain competitive, says rich 
Forbes, the president and ceo of the 
home and hardware branch of Fortune 
brands, the parent of Masterbrand.  the 
cabinet maker consolidated product 
lines, shut down a plant in canada and, 
through attrition, trimmed its dubois 
county work force.

Masterbrand did $2.1 billion in sales 
last year in kitchen cabinetry and bath-
room vanities.  the company operates 18 
plants in eight u.s. states, mostly in rural 
areas.  customers demand speedy service, 
and Masterbrand’s smaller domestic 
competitors led the drive to faster lead 
times on orders, Forbes says.  orders that 
took three weeks to fill a few years ago 
now get delivered in a week, he says.

the need to be timely makes it 
impractical to produce a large percent-
age of pieces outside the u.s. market 
and then ship those pieces across the 

ocean.  only about 10 percent of Master-
brand manufacturing gets completed in 
china, for instance.

“it makes sense for us to do most of 
our business in the united states,” Forbes 
says.  “When you’re talking about cabi-
nets, you’re talking about, in a lot of cases, 
heavy pieces.  it’s better to do the work 
here, rather than, say, in china and then 
ship it to the united states.”

comparing the industry of today 
with the industry of 10 or 15 years ago, 
Forbes says technology is improving and 
customization is increasing.  customers 
can choose from many more colors and 
styles in 2007 than they could in 1997.  
Forbes expects that trend to continue, but 
cabinets or furniture probably aren’t going 
to get from the plant to the store or office 
any quicker than they get there now.

“You can only get so fast with your 
lead times, but you can continue to offer 
people more and more choices,”  Forbes 
says.  Manufacturing abroad, not just in 
asia but also in eastern europe, also will 
increase, he says.

kimball, located just a couple of 
blocks from Masterbrand, has also felt the 
effects of low-cost overseas competition.  
through restructuring in 2001 and 2003, 
the 57-year-old business shut down 10 
manufacturing facilities—six in indiana 
and one each in Florida, kentucky, Mis-
sissippi and north carolina.  in 2006, 
kimball consolidated a tennessee factory 
into one in indiana, and one plant in 
Mexico into another plant in that country.  
the company reduced its employment 
by approximately 600 positions in dubois 
county, but kimball spokesman Martin 
vaught says many workers were offered 
alternate positions within the company 
and many others have since been rehired. 

kimball also has eliminated some of its 
less profitable offerings over the past five 
years, such as veneer slicing, the process of 
making thin pieces of wood that workers 
glue onto particle board, fiberboard, etc. for 
doors, cabinets and other furniture pieces. 

kimball consolidated some product 
lines into one plant.  “the plants become 
more efficient, and the people who 
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Firms Sell Workers on Manufacturing Careers

Work in a factory full of noise and big machinery?  Hmmm.  Selling 
young men and women on a career in manufacturing isn’t always easy.
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Agriculture also is an important employer.  Dubois  
County produces more turkeys than any other county in  
Indiana and is among the leading producers of chickens  
and hogs, according to the county web site, which lists  
2002 figures.  Nearly 70 percent of county land is devoted  
to agriculture, with an average farm size of 249 acres.

A Kimball employee upholsters furniture.

Recker Farms, south of Jasper, is a major tu
rkey p

ro
du

ce
r.

work there become experts at making that 
particular piece,”  vaught says.  “the hours 
are also more regular.  that provides more 
personal stability for employees.  You’re not 
working 30 hours one week and 50 hours 
the next week.”

one important growth area for kimball 
is in the electronics division, an offshoot of 
the company’s piano business.  kimball quit 
making pianos in 1996 after several years of 
declining sales.  vaught says that the piano 
market tumbled in large part because the 
tradition of singing songs around the piano 
on a saturday night went the way of the 
black and white tv.

kimball electronics builds roll-over sen-
sors for vehicles, airbag controls, anti-lock 
braking modules, and a variety of other med-
ical and public safety electronics products.

kimball electronics has plants in Jasper 
and two other locations in indiana.  it also 
has one plant each in Mexico, thailand, 
Poland and china.  the division did almost 
$498 million in net sales in 2006, a 13 per-
cent increase from 2005.  numbers like that 
make company leaders optimistic.

“Were there nervous times a few years 
ago?”  vaught asks rhetorically.  “absolutely.  
kimball really had never had bad times 
before.  We had to cut waste and cut costs, 
in large part because of the overseas com-
petition we were facing.”

He adds,  “it’s still not a level playing 
field as far as costs and environmental 
regulations and in other areas, but the 
thing everyone needs to understand is that 
the global economy is not going away.  it’s 
just going to become more global.”

Jasper business and civic leaders plan 
to keep competing.  Mark schroeder, 
the president of Jasper-based German 
american bancorp, points to the creation 
of a county-wide economic development 
group in 2000, the dubois county area 
development corp. (dcadc).  before that, 
schroeder said, the county didn’t feel that it 
needed an economic development group.

“When you’re humming along and then 
you get several plant closings, that’s a real 
wake-up call,” schroeder says.

the dcadc, with help from manage-
ment experts at Purdue university in West 
lafayette, ind., put together programs that 
encouraged area companies to streamline 
supply chains and otherwise better compete 
in the global marketplace.  

after briefly going through what eco-
nomic development head bob Grewe calls  
“a little hiccup”—the county unemployment 
rate hit 4.8 percent in March 2004—the 
Jasper economy seems to be humming 
along again.  the county’s July unemploy-
ment rate of 2.9 percent was among the 
lowest in the state. 

“the county needed to set an economic 
course for the future,” he says.  “i think 
people feel better about things now than 
they did just a few years ago.”

Glen Sparks is an editor at the Federal Reserve 
Bank of St. Louis.

“A lot of people just don’t want to get 
dirty,” says Doug Bawel, the president of 
Jasper Engines, which employs about 1,500 
workers.  His company remanufactures old 
engines, transmissions and rear axle assem-
blies.  Jasper Engines works on cars, trucks 
and boats.  It also supplies transmissions to 
several top racers on the NASCAR circuit.

Jasper Engines recruits workers from 
throughout a multistate area around southern 
Indiana.  Company representatives go to area 
high schools and technical schools and talk to 
students about the upside of manufacturing 
work.  A training program at some of the local 
high schools—Jasper Engines supplies the 
instructors—gets some recruits.  The company 
also holds trade fairs at the plant on several 
weekends throughout the year.

A city like Jasper needs people who 
are willing to “get dirty” to make a living.  
Thirty-five percent of Jasper jobs are in 
manufacturing, says Bob Grewe, the president 
of the Dubois County Area Development Corp.  
Dubois County is in the top 10 percent of U.S. 
counties for manufacturing jobs, he adds. 

The starting wage at Jasper Engines for an 
inexperienced employee on the manufacturing 
end is $9 an hour.  The average wage is about 
$15 an hour, not counting health-care benefits.  
The median household income in Jasper was 
about $50,215 in 2004, according to the U.S. 
Census Bureau, about $7,000 more than state-
wide median household income.

“We tell people that our wage scale is 
performance-based; so, in two or three years, if 

they perform like a 20-year veteran, they can 
get pretty close (to a 20-year veteran) in pay,” 
Bawel says.

Besides Jasper Engines and the numerous 
furniture-making businesses in the county, one 
of the other leading manufacturing centers 
is Jasper Rubber Products Inc., which makes 
molded rubber and plastic products for the 
auto industry.

Yes, some manufacturing jobs do require 
some sleeve rolling, and working with old 
engines can get dirty.  But not every manufac-
turing job is like that.  Even workers at Jasper 
Engines wear white shirts on the job.

“So much of what we do is highly com-
puterized and highly automated,” says Martin 
Vaught, a spokesman for Kimball International.  
“It isn’t all a bunch of dark and dirty work, like 
working in a coal mine. …Old-style crafts-
manship has combined with state-of-the-art 
technology.  Our electronics facilities look more 
like laboratories, with employees wearing 
special, anti-static smocks in brightly lit, clean- 
room environments.”

Although many people think of Jasper 
simply as a manufacturing town, it’s more than 
that, Grewe says.

Jasper Memorial Hospital and Health Cen-
ter, for example, employs about 1,000 people.  
In 2004, the center added on to its cardiac care 
services; in 2005, it built an inpatient rehabili-
tation unit; and, earlier this year, the center 
opened the Lange-Fuhs Cancer Center.  The 
center serves nine rural counties in southern 
Indiana.

Workers on the job at Jasper Engines.
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overall nonfarm payroll employ-
ment growth slowed between 

June 2006 and June 2007 relative to 
the previous year in most metropolitan 
areas of the eighth Federal reserve 
district.  louisville, in particular, had a 
sharper slowdown compared with the 
other main metro areas.  Manufactur-
ing employment fell in all the four 
major metropolitan statistical areas of 
the district.  on the other hand, the 
education and health sector, as well 
as the leisure and hospitality sec-
tor, saw at least 1 percent growth in 
all the major metro areas.  the trade, 
transportation and utilities sector also 
added jobs in all of these metro areas.

the eighth district is composed of 
four zones, each of which is centered 
around one of the four main cities: 
little rock, louisville, Memphis and 
st. louis.   

Little Rock Zone

total nonfarm payroll employment 
in the little rock metro area increased 
by 1.6 percent between June 2006 and 
June 2007.  this increase is similar  
to the nation’s growth of 1.5 percent 
over the same period.  little rock’s 
growth, however, has slowed since  
the previous year, when it had reached 
2.5 percent.  the slowing was also 
larger than that experienced by the 
nation as a whole; the country’s job 
growth was 1.8 percent between June 
2005 and June 2006. 

three of little rock’s largest sectors 
outperformed the aggregate for the 
metro area.  in the 12 months ending 
in June 2007, jobs in the trade, trans-
portation and utilities sector increased 
by 2.1 percent; jobs in education and 
health services rose by 3.5 percent; and 
jobs in leisure and hospitality services 
grew by 2.7 percent.  in contrast, job 
growth in professional and business 
services increased by only 0.4 percent, 
while jobs in manufacturing decreased 
by 3.9 percent.  

Four other metropolitan areas 
in the little rock Zone also posted 
positive job growth.  the Fayetteville–

springdale–rogers, ark., metro area 
(which has experienced a 4 percent 
average annual job growth since 2000) 
saw an increase of 2.4 percent between 
June 2006 and June 2007.  similarly, 
payroll employment in Hot springs, 
ark., and Fort smith, ark., grew by 2.1 
and 1.3 percent, respectively.  all three 
metro areas also experienced a slowing 
in job growth relative to the previous 
12 months.   the two metropolitan 
areas in the little rock Zone where 
employment fell were texarkana, ark.–
texas, with a 0.4 percent year-over-
year decrease in June 2007, and Pine 
bluff, ark., with a 1.3 percent decrease 
over the same period.

Louisville Zone

louisville’s total nonfarm employ-
ment grew by 1 percent during the  
12-month period ending in June 2007.  
this is lower than the national rate 
and is also lower than the rate for  
the area (1.9 percent) for the previous  
12 months.

louisville’s largest sector—trade, 
transportation and utilities—had 
employment growth of 0.7 percent,  
a relatively low rate compared with 
4.1 percent for the previous year.  also 
contributing to louisville’s job growth 
were the professional and business 
services sector, which grew by 2.4 
percent; government (2.9 percent); 
educational and health services (2 per-
cent); and the leisure and hospitality 
sector (1.3 percent).  Job losses were 
experienced in the natural resources, 
mining and construction sector, which 
declined by 1.2 percent, and the “other 
services” sector, which lost 2 percent.  
Manufacturing employment fell by 0.3 
percent during the 12 months; this is 
better than the u.s. rate (–1.3 percent) 
over the same period.    

among the smaller metropolitan 
areas, bowling Green, ky., experi-
enced strong employment growth 
of 3.3 percent.  More-moderate 
job growth occurred in evansville 
ind.–ky. (0.7 percent) and in owens-
boro, ky. (0.4 percent).  elizabeth-

town, ky., saw a slight decline in 
employment (–0.2 percent).

Memphis Zone

the Memphis metropolitan area 
experienced a 1.3 percent increase 
in total nonfarm jobs between June 
2006 and June 2007, a slightly lower 
increase than the nation’s.  Job growth 
in Memphis slowed from the previous 
12 months, when employment rose  
1.8 percent.  

three service-providing sectors in 
Memphis experienced higher growth 
than the metro area as a whole 
between June 2006 and June 2007.  
Jobs in education and health services 
increased by 3.2 percent.  similarly, 
leisure and hospitality services jobs 
increased by 3.3 percent.  employ-
ment in the professional business  
and services sector rose by 2.8 per-
cent.  employment in the metro area’s 
largest sector—trade, transportation 
and utilities—grew on par with the 
area’s total nonfarm employment at 
a 1.2 percent rate.  although manu-
facturing employment in Memphis 
continues to decline, the decrease in 
manufacturing employment of 1.1 
percent from June 2006 to June 2007 
has not been as prominent as in other 
metropolitan areas.   

the other two metropolitan areas  
in the Memphis Zone experienced 
positive growth but different trends.  
in Jonesboro, ark., growth slowed  
significantly to 0.2 percent between 
June 2006 and June 2007 from 3.2 per-
cent between June 2005 and June 2006.  
in contrast, employment in Jackson, 
tenn., grew 3.2 percent between June 
2006 and June 2007, accelerating from 
the previous 12-month growth of  
1.2 percent.

St. Louis Zone

the number of nonfarm jobs in 
the st. louis metro area increased by 
1.1 percent between June 2006 and 
June 2007.  this rate is lower than the 
national rate and slightly lower than 

District Overviews little rock  |  louisville  |  MeMPHis  |  st. louis  Zones

Employment Growth Slows in the Eighth District
By Subhayu Bandyopadhyay, Rubén Hernández-Murillo, Elizabeth La Jeunesse and Christopher J. Martinek 
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the local rate of 1.3 percent between 
June 2005 and June 2006.  

st. louis’ largest employment-
generating sector—trade, transporta-
tion and utilities—saw an increase in 
employment of 1.6 percent between 
June 2006 and June 2007.  this is an 
improvement over nearly flat growth 
for the previous year.  the second- 
largest sector, education and health, 
gained 1.3 percent jobs, which is a 
deceleration compared with the previ-
ous year’s 3.3 percent rate.  Profes-
sional and business services jobs grew 
by 2.2 percent, slightly less than the 
previous year’s rate of 2.9 percent.  the 
leisure and hospitality sector gained 
2.4 percent.  the “other services” sector, 
though relatively small, grew more 
than any other major sector, by 4.4 
percent.  Manufacturing employment 
continued to experience losses, declin-
ing 3.1 percent during the 12 months 
ending June 2007.  employment in 
the information and finance sectors 
decreased by 0.7 and 0.4 percent, 

respectively, in contrast with increases 
of 1.8 percent and 1.4 percent in those 
sectors during the previous year. 

some other smaller metropoli-
tan areas, however, achieved higher 
employment growth.  employment 
in springfield, Mo., increased by 1.9 
percent and in columbia, Mo., by 
1.6 percent.  Jefferson city, Mo., saw 
employment growth of 1.2 percent, 
which is similar to the rate for the  
st. louis area.

Different Sectors,  
Different Growth Rates

the chart presents employment 
growth across different sectors.  
although the four main metropolitan 
areas in the district experienced similar 
growth rates for total nonfarm employ-
ment between June 2006 and June 
2007, there were significant differences 
across sectors.  For example, informa-
tion, financial activities, “other services” 
and natural resources experienced 

substantially different job growth rates 
in different metro areas.  the weight  
of these sectors in the total nonfarm 
employment was modest, however.  
unfortunately, manufacturing, which 
is a relatively large employment-
generating sector, declined.  both little 
rock and st. louis saw job loss in 
excess of 3 percent, while louisville 
and Memphis saw modest declines in 
manufacturing.  other relatively large 
sectors (like trade, transportation and 
utilities) saw positive growth rates, 
allowing for employment to rise at the 
aggregate level for all the metro areas 
in the district.

Subhayu Bandyopadhyay and Rubén  
Hernández-Murillo are economists.  Elizabeth  
La Jeunesse and Christopher J. Martinek are 
research associates.  All are at the Federal Reserve 
Bank of St. Louis.  
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u.s.  economic and financial 
conditions appeared to take 

a turn for the worse in late august and 
early september.  Markets were espe-
cially unnerved about the unexpected 
drop in employment in august.  

although the preliminary esti-
mate showed that real GdP grew at 
a robust 4 percent annual rate in the 
second quarter of 2007—significantly 
stronger than the 0.6 percent growth 
seen over the first three months of 
the year—financial market turmoil 
spurred the board of Governors to 
reduce its primary credit rate on 
discount window loans by 50 basis 
points on aug. 17, 2007.  the turmoil 
included sharp declines in stock 
prices, rising interest rates on higher-
risk financial instruments relative to 
treasury securities, and an inability 
of some firms to secure short-term 
financing or sell new mortgage-
backed securities (even highly rated 
ones).  the Federal open Market 
committee (FoMc) refrained from 
following through with a reduction 
in its federal funds target rate, but it 
announced that this turmoil had raised 
the potential for appreciably weaker 
economic growth going forward. 

Housing Is the Culprit 

the primary catalyst for these 
developments is the ongoing difficul-
ties in the housing sector.  First, data 
through July indicated that inventories 
of new and previously sold single-
family homes remained exceptionally 
high, limiting new construction.  the 
number of single-family housing starts 
in July registered its lowest rate in 
more than a decade.  it seems likely 
that housing will continue to be a drag 
on real GdP growth into next year.  

second, default and foreclosure 
rates for adjustable-rate subprime 
mortgages that were made after 2004 
have risen significantly.  Most of these 
mortgages were bundled into securi-
ties and sold to mutual funds, hedge 

funds and other 
financial institu-
tions.  Foreign 
institutions were 
among the larg-
est buyers of these 
mortgage-backed securi-
ties, and the resulting turmoil 
also spurred market-calming actions 
by the european central bank.  as 
fears mounted that many of these 
mortgage-backed securities were 
worth far less than initially thought, 
investors sought the safety of short-
term u.s. treasury securities.  as a 
result, many firms in both the mort-
gage and nonmortgage market had 
difficulty borrowing money or finding 
buyers for their newly issued financial 
instruments. 

although conditions appear to 
have improved since aug. 17, a key 
unknown for forecasters and policy-
makers is the extent to which—if at 
all—these financial market disrup-
tions will reduce real GdP growth.  
the FoMc carefully monitors the 
flow of reports that measure economic 
activity on a monthly or quarterly 
basis.  a good example would be the 
monthly employment report.  but 
since this report is only a monthly 
snapshot and is often subject to large 
revisions, policymakers must instead 
form opinions based on assumptions, 
anecdotal information, or daily and 
weekly data that are often highly vola-
tile.  in a nutshell, it is difficult to form 
clear judgments about the near-term 
path of the economy during times of 
increased uncertainty.

the consensus of most forecasters 
is that the growth of real GdP will still 
hew pretty closely to the projections 
issued by the FoMc in its July 2007 
Monetary Policy Report to the Congress.  
at that time, the FoMc projected 
that real GdP would increase by 
between 2.25 percent and 2.5 percent 
this year and by between 2.5 percent 
and 2.75 percent next year; the unem-
ployment rate was projected to remain 

modestly below 
5 percent for both 

this year and next. 
currently, economic conditions 

outside of the housing sector remain  
reasonably good.  However, the 
august employment report was much 
weaker than expected.  also, if finan-
cial markets fail to stabilize and the 
difficulties in the housing sector cause 
consumers to reduce their purchases, a 
pullback in business investment would 
most likely occur as well, probably 
resulting in a less vibrant outcome.

What about Inflation?

in its aug. 7 announcement, the 
FoMc said that its  “predominant 
policy concern remains the risk that 
inflation will fail to moderate as 
expected.”   there was no mention of 
the inflation outlook in the FoMc’s 
aug. 17 statement.  this does not 
necessarily imply that the commit-
tee’s views on the inflation outlook 
changed overnight.  instead, one 
interpretation could be that the risk 
of slower growth now outweighs the 
risks to the inflation outlook.  

diminished inflation expectations 
over the next five years that are embed-
ded in nominal and inflation-adjusted 
treasury securities suggest that financial 
markets share this view.  at the same 
time, inflation expectations over the 
next five to 10 years have been fairly 
steady, which suggests that financial 
markets view the near-term drop in 
price pressures as a temporary respite.  
this suggests that once the current tur-
moil has passed, the FoMc may have 
to shift its focus back to inflation.

Kevin L. Kliesen is an economist at the Federal 
Reserve Bank of St. Louis.  Luke M. Shimek 
provided research assistance.

National Overview

By Kevin L. Kliesen

Housing Woes 
Weigh Heavily 
on the Economy



Selected indicators of the national economy  
and banking, agricultural and business condi-
tions in the Eighth Federal Reserve DistrictNational and District Data

Commercial Bank Performance Ratios
second quarter 2007
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Nonperforming Loan Ratio Loan Loss Reserve Ratio

Second Quarter 2007 Second Quarter 2006

 1.23 1.11 1.03 1.24 1.14 1.23 1.19 1.25 

 3.35 4.18 4.20 4.09 4.14 3.87 4.00 3.11 

 0.87 0.93 0.95 0.88 0.91 0.77 0.84 0.88 

 1.18 1.24 1.27 1.23 1.25 1.23 1.24 1.16
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Nonfarm Employment Growth*

Total Nonagricultural

Natural Resources/Mining

Construction

Manufacturing

Trade/Transportation/Utilities

Information

Financial Activities

Professional & Business Services

Educational & Health Services

Leisure & Hospitality

Other Services

Government

year-over-year percent change 

united
states

eighth
district arkansas illinois indiana kentucky mississippi missouri tennessee

second quarter 2007

Regional Economic Indicators

 1.4% 0.8% 0.7% 0.9% 0.1% 0.5% 1.6% 1.0% 0.8% 
 5.7 1.9 12.8 1.3 –0.5 2.0 –2.1 –1.8 1.6 
 –0.5 2.2 0.5 0.5 2.9 1.0 3.4 1.9 6.2 
 –1.2 –1.9 –3.9 –0.5 –1.9 –1.4 –1.9 –2.8 –2.8 
 1.0 0.7 0.8 0.2 0.8 0.2 1.4 1.5 0.8 
 1.6 0.3 2.7 –1.1 0.1 1.5 –0.7 –0.3 2.9 
 1.3 1.0 2.0 1.4 –0.1 1.8 0.8 0.9 0.2 
 2.2 1.5 1.8 2.3 0.0 2.1 1.6 1.3 0.5 
 3.0 1.9 2.4 2.1 0.6 1.3 3.3 2.3 2.2 
 3.5 2.2 1.6 2.6 –0.1 0.9 4.6 2.8 3.0 
 0.9 0.6 1.9 0.5 0.3 0.0 0.4 0.6 1.1 
 1.4 0.4 1.6 –0.3 0.7 0.4 2.1 0.6 0.1

year-over-year percent change
in year-to-date levels

Housing Permits
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2

year-over-year percent change
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†  NOTE:  Real personal income is personal income divided by the PCE chained price index.* NOTE: Data have been converted from the 1987 Standard Classification (SIC) system 
basis to a 2002 North American Industry Classification (NAICS) basis.

District Real Gross Domestic Product*

by industry-2006

united states $11,291 billion
district Total $  1,398 billion

United States

Arkansas

Illinois

Indiana

Kentucky

Mississippi

Missouri

Tennessee

 4.5% 4.5% 4.6% 
 5.1 5.0 5.3 
 4.9 4.5 4.5 
 4.7 4.8 5.0 
 5.4 5.6 5.7 
 6.3 6.6 6.5 
 4.6 4.8 4.7 
 4.4 4.8 5.3

II/2007 I/2007 II/2006

Unemployment Rates
percent

Professional &
Business Services

11.0% Educational &
Health Services 7.8%
Leisure & 
Hospitality 3.4%
Other Services 2.1%

Government 10.0%
Natural Resources/Mining 1.3%Construction 3.7%

Information 4.4% Financial Activities

Trade/
Transportation/

Utilities

Manufacturing

17.5% 

19.0% 

20.2% 
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Major Macroeconomic Indicators
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This is in response to “As Boomers Slow Down, So Might the Economy,” 
which appeared in July’s RE.

To the editor:
i found this article helpful and agree with its results.  i person-

ally looked at this topic about 18 months ago as part of presenta-
tions i make within the plastics industry discussing future trends 
and their impact on the plastics business.  My own approach 
looked at population growth vs. real GdP growth from 1789 
through to current and productivity growth from about 1890 to 
current.  the real GdP vs. population growth data suggested about 
a 70 percent pass-through of population growth into GdP, which i 
presumed represented the difference between population growth 
and work force growth (work force being less than population).  
Productivity growth was a remarkably stable (statistically) 2.1 
percent with lots of volatility but not much drift in the mean.  My 
result was also around 2.2 percent going forward in these condi-
tions.  i’m pleased to see that i’m not completely out of school.  
The Economist recently suggested 2.5 percent on a more near-term 
basis.  beyond that, i note the international energy agency 2007 
World energy outlook used a 2015-2030 average of 1.9 percent.  
the point for my plastics audiences is it is almost certainly wrong 
to expect growth in the future that resembles the past half century 
unless something very fundamental changes.  i suspect many 
people will be unhappily surprised by these developments when 
the reality finally roosts.

Steve DeHoff, a staff consultant at the Cincinnati office of 
Stress Engineering Services Inc.

This is in response to “Why Do Gasoline Prices React to Things That 
Have Not Happened?” which appeared in July’s RE.

To the editor:
this article makes the case that your corner gas stations are 

not gouging even though they surely get the brunt of complaints 
about high gas prices.  these local retailers usually make, at best, 2 
or 3 cents per gallon.  but then, we look to the major oil companies 
and the huge, historically record high profits.  i can’t prove it, but 
one has to wonder if that is not where there might be some price 
gouging. i know:  Just because they are big doesn’t make them bad.  
there is no doubt that these companies have the expertise to work 
with the futures markets effectively.  so did enron.  but somewhere 
between the well and my gas tank, there is a big disparity between 
the cost of the raw product and the price at the pump, and it shows 
up in the financials of the majors, doesn’t it?

O.T. Harris of Fulton, Mo. 
 

Letters to the Editor The Regional Economist  welcomes feedback from readers.  To send a letter electronically, go to www.stlouisfed.org/publications/re.  You can also 
write to Howard J. Wall or Michael Pakko, co-editors, The Regional Economist, Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis, P.O. Box 442, St. Louis, Mo. 63166.

Response from the authors, William Emmons and Christopher J. Neely

before we respond to Mr. Harris’ question, we should first note 
that economists typically do not use the term “price gouging” as it 
is pejorative and difficult to define objectively.  it usually connotes 
a situation in which the speaker believes that prices are “unfairly” 
high.  (“Price gouging” has a specific legal meaning in narrow 
circumstances.  it refers to price increases during civil emergencies 
that are not caused by an increase in costs.)

suppose that the oil industry is oligopolistic (dominated by 
a few producers), does this industry structure produce abnormal 
returns on capital over long periods (for example, 30 years)?  We 
don’t know of any evidence for this, but we are not experts on the 
oil industry.

Whether the oil industry profits are abnormal or not, why do 
they vary so substantially over time? 

the accompanying chart illustrates that oil industry profits 
covary strongly with the inflation-adjusted price of oil.  this makes 
sense.  oil is, of course, the major asset of oil companies, and when 
its price rises, sellers must make money.  When housing prices rise, 
sellers of existing houses benefit. 

since 2001, strong global growth, terror threats and war fears 
in the Persian Gulf have driven up oil (and gasoline) prices.  the 
oil companies are making lots of money because they own a lot of 
a commodity whose price has risen very fast.  they made very little 
money from 1985 to 2000, when oil prices were falling or stagnant. 

oil company profits have varied considerably with oil prices. 
What looks like “price gouging” is just the oil companies benefit-
ing from external events that have increased the price of a scarce 
commodity.  in some periods, the oil companies get the bear, in 
others, the bear gets them.

Real Oil Prices and Petroleum Industry Profits
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Real oil price: WTI spot price expressed in 
Q2:2007 dollars, deflated by CPI (left axis)

Petroleum and coal industries’ profits as 
share of all non-financial company 
corporate profits (right axis)

Quarterly data through Q1.2007 (profits), Q2.2007 (oil price)

SOURCE: National Income and Product Accounts, Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Department of Commerce.  The 
BEA does not separate petroleum profits from coal profits. WTI stands for West Texas Intermediate, an oil benchmark.
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